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	web3privacy summit #1

				Diving into the culture of the Web3 privacy industry
						

					


				5. June 2023 AT
							X10, Prague

						Watch recorded talks
									








	

If privacy is a human right, then we need to protect it.

			Privacy advocates worldwide are coming together to discuss how to mainstream privacy within the Web3 industry. So it will become a cultural phenomenon embodying both decentralisation & anti-surveillance capitalism practices.
The conference complements the research projects Web3Privacy Now and was created by joining forces with the production team of the privacy hackathon ETHBrno.
Part of Prague Blockchain Week 2023.



		Main topics
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					REGULATIONS VS PRIVACY

					2023 will be a year of privacy regulations. Privacy coins will be banned, mixer's team become anon etc. How do we defend our rights for privacy?
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					MAINSTREAM ON-CHAIN PRIVACY

					Majority of privacy services are tech oriented. It's hard to use them among non-technical people. What should industry do help people onboard into privacy with ease?
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					HUMAN RIGHTS DAOS (PRO-PRIVACY)

					How privacy-enhancing tools could protect DAOs working within non-democratic countries.
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					IDENTITY (ID)

					Decentralised identity is the key to Web3, but at the same time to KYC & AML. Ethical way of building DID without embedded surveillence logic.
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					FULL-STACK PRIVACY

					Full-Stack Privacy is achievable if we ensivion one. Combining both on-chain & off-chain privacy.
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					PRIVATE MESSAGING PROTOCOLS

					We need resilient privacy-preserving, p2p communication layers for Web3, that allows free and uncensored human-to-human, machine-to-machine or hybrid communication.
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					LUNARPUNK VS SOLARPUNK

					For solarpunk to succeed it must integrate the lunarpunk unconscious. The only hope for solarpunk is to go dark. Do you agree?
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					R&D: ZK, MPC, THE

					There are many different cryptography technics for privacy preservation. How to balance them all & avoid 1-tool chokepoint?
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					PRIVACY READINESS LEVELS

					Introduction of the privacy scoring mechanism to help non-tech people understand security level of the solution
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					PRIVACY WARS

					Why are privacy-blockchain socials so toxic? How could we stop hating each other & work together
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					PRIVACY ACTIVISM

					Mapping down tools to protect privacy industry: from builders like Alexey Pertsev to projects.
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					NETWORK STATES (WITH A PRIVACY FOCUS)

					Time to imagine the network state-as-a-grassroots movement for privacy, freedom & better future.


				





Speakers
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			AMEEN SOLEIMANI

				@ameensol

				Summoner of IranUnchained, Privacy Pools, MolochDAO
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			GUY ZYSKIND

				@GuyZys

				Founder of Secret Network, CEO SCRT Labs
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			MAX HAMPSHIRE

				@_wjth

				Senior devrel of Nym, Co-founder of terra0
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			ANTONI ZOLCIAK

				@AntoniZolciak

				Co-founder of Aleph Zero & Cardinal
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			RACHEL-ROSE O'LEARY

				@lunar_mining

				DarkFi core dev, writer
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			ALEX KAMPA

				@alex-kampa

				Director at Aragon ZK Research
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			OLIVER GALE

				@OriginalOlii

				CEO of Panther Protocol
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			MARIO HAVEL

				@TMIYChao

				Hacker, Co-Founder of Bordel Hackerspace
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			COSTANZA GALLO

				@costgallo

				Head of partnerships at the The Swarm Foundation
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			MANU ALZURU

				@ManuAlzuru

				Humanist, solarpunk, Founder of DoinGud & ETH Barcelona
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			NICK ALMOND

				@DrNickA

				Building next generation DAOs with FactoryDAO
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			JURAJ BEDNAR

				@jurbed

				Educator, writer, cryptoanarchist & biohacker (blog)
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			DCBUILDER.ETH

				@DCbuild3r

				Research engineer at Worldcoin, ZKML & Rust enthusiast
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			ALONA SHEVCHENKO

				@cryptodrftng

				Unapologetic Ukrainian behind Ukraine DAO & Kyiv Tech Summit
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			TIBOR CSÓKA

				

				Software Engineer at HOPR
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			MERULA

				

				Software engineer and cryptographer Circles Entropy
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			SERINKO

				

				Privacy Researcher
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			STEFFEN KUX

				@SteffenKux

				CEO dm3
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			ALTHEA

				

				Head of Comms, Privacy & Scaling Exploration

					


		



		We keep adding more and more speakers, stay tuned ...




Hosts
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			MYKOLA SIUSKO

				@nicksvyaznoy

				Web3 privacy advocate behind Web3Privacy Now, NYM ambassador
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			TREE

				@tree.gwei.cz

				Orchestrating lunarpunk events ETHBrno & w3ps w/ gwei.cz
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			PG

				@PG_CDG

				Organizing ETHRome w/ urbe.eth, making sauce w/ SpaghettETH
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			WESLEY

				@wslyvh

				Events @ Ethereum 🛠️ Indie Maker

					


		






Partners

		Tier 3 Sponsors
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						Panther Protocol

							@ZkPanther
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						ENS DAO

							@ENS_DAO
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						Privacy and Scaling Explorations (PSE)

							@PrivacyScaling
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						Navcoin

							@navcoin
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						Firo

							@firoorg
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						Firn

							@firnprotocol
							


					

			
Community sponsors
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						Aragon ZK Research

							@aragon_zk
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						HOPR

							@hoprnet
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						Zcash

							@zcash
							


					

			
Media partners
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						LunarDAO

							@lunarpunksquad
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						ETHBrno

							@ETHBrno
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						ETHRome

							@ethereumrome
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						ETHBarcelona

							@eth_barcelona
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						Gwei.cz

							@gweicz
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						Ukraine DAO

							@Ukraine_DAO
							


					

			

		Become a partner




Program

		
		Main stage

						9:00 -
 9:30	Registration & networking

											


										
	9:30 -
 9:40	Opening Ceremony

											― Mykola Siusko


										Welcoming visitors to our private-centric research, community and conference

											

	9:45 -
 10:05	Tornado Cash 2023: key learnings

											― Ameen Soleimani


										
	10:10 -
 10:35	Privacy Infrastructure Maintenance

											― Max Hampshire, Guy Zyskind


										
	10:40 -
 11:10	Rise, anon. Lunarpunk and memetic warfare

											― Rachel-Rose O'Leary


										
	11:15 -
 11:35	Privacy projects sustainability

											― Oliver Gale, Antoni Zolciak


										
	11:40 -
 12:10	Cypherpunks vs Mainstream privacy

											― Juraj Bednar, Ameen Soleimani, dcbuilder.eth


										
	12:15 -
 12:35	How privacy could enable human rights

											― Alona Shevchenko, Manu Alzuru, Serinko


										
	12:40 -
 13:00	Privacy dystopia & how to handle it

											― Nick Almond


										
	13:00 -
 14:30	Lunch break

											


										
	14:30 -
 14:50	How privacy, electronic cash and cypherpunk tech increase our freedom

											― Juraj Bednar


										
	14:55 -
 15:15	Why private voting matters?

											― Alex Kampa


										
	15:20 -
 15:40	Data & meta-data exposed in wallets & RPC

											― Tibor Csóka


										
	15:45 -
 16:05	Zero leaks communication

											― Costanza Gallo


										
	16:10 -
 16:30	An Anonymous Trust and Credit System

											― Merula


										
	16:35 -
 16:55	Private messaging protocols

											― Steffen Kux


										
	17:00 -
 17:20	Privacy tooling fireside

											― Steffen Kux, ALEX KAMPA, COSTANZA GALLO


										
	17:25 -
 17:45	Privacy ecosystem scalability

											― Althea, Mario Havel


										
	17:50 -
 18:10	Private coins regulation

											― TBA


										
	18:15 -
 18:30	W3PN ecosystem launch - closing ceremony

											― PG, Wesley, TREE, MYKOLA SIUSKO


										
	20:00 -
 4:00	#Lunarpunk party

											


										Enjoy our afterparty in Lunarpunk style with quality Prague rave DJs, which will take place in the same venue until the morning (4am).

											



				





Ticket

		Be a part of the first Web3Privacy Summit experience…

		

					

					All-day Access

						€49

							All talks & panels
	Food and drinks included
	Web3Privacy t-shirt
	Networking drinks with speakers & attendees
	#Lunarpunk party included!


						
						Discounts: We offer various discounts up to 100%, see below



				


					

					#Lunarpunk Party

						€10

							8pm - morning
	Prague rave from top DJs
	VJs and projections
	"Privacy experience"
	Networking with attendees, speakers & sponsors
	More info at lunarpunk.party


						*Party access is included in the All-day Pass

						

				


		Buy a ticket

		

	Get your discount

		Connect using Web3 wallet

	Once connected, you will see what discount you are entitled to - based on ownership of the
		specific ZK Badges or SBT tokens.
	




Eligible ZK Badges / SBTs
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							The Mergooor Pass

								The Merge Contributor ZK Badge

								Ticket: €0
									(100% discount)
								

								
								Core developer that has contributed to the migration of Ethereum from Proof of Work to Proof of Stake. Curated by Tim Beiko
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								BohemianDAO members

								Ticket: €0
									(100% discount)
								

								
								Members of this Czech/Slovak DAO which supports local ecosystem
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								ETHBrno² (2022) Hacker SBT Token

								Ticket: €8.82
									(82% discount)
								

								
								Hackers who participated in the ETHBrno² hackathon and claimed the SBT token
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								ETHBrno (2021) POAP

								Ticket: €8.82
									(82% discount)
								

								
								Attendees of first ETHBrno who claimed POAP for their participation.
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								ETHBerlin³ (2022) Attendee (EtherCard holder)

								Ticket: €12.25
									(75% discount)
								

								
								Hackers and other attendees who been at ETHBerlin³ and received an EtherCard.
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								Beerfi Prague POAP

								Ticket: €19.6
									(60% discount)
								

								
								Visitors of the Prague Beerfi Web3 on-chain dev meetup who claimed POAP for their participation. POAPs are available for: #8, #9, #10, #11. Will be available for: #12
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								Ethereum Power User ZK Badge

								Ticket: €24.5
									(50% discount)
								

								
								The top 0.1% most active users on Ethereum
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								Ultra sound POAP

								Ticket: €29.4
									(40% discount)
								

								
								A special POAP for 1,559 pre-merge believers
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								Aztec User ZK Badge

								Ticket: €36.75
									(25% discount)
								

								
								ZK Badge for Aztec V1 and V2 depositors
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								Sismo Contributor ZK Badge

								Ticket: €36.75
									(25% discount)
								

								
								ZK Badge owned by Sismo contributors. This Badge is used in Sismo Governance for contributors to voice their opinions.
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								GR15 Gitcoin Contributor ZK Badge

								Ticket: €36.75
									(25% discount)
								

								
								ZK Badge owned by contributors of the 15th round of Gitcoin Grants


						



		Other discounts (via form)
		

		We also offer discounts for other groups such as active open-source contributors to privacy protocols, privacy (lunarpunk) advocates, full-time students, attendees from OECD low income countries, independent developers, etc. Feel free to request your special discount using the form:


		Apply for a discount







FAQ

		What is Web3Privacy Now?

					Web3privacy now is a research project aimed at building a culture of privacy industry in web3: the most extensive database of privacy-enhancing solutions, the framework for PEDApps ideation, use-cases database & many more.


				
What is Prague Blockchain Week?

					Prague Blockchain Week 2023 (#PBW23) is a decentralized gathering of all people interested in cryptocurrencies and related topics. It consists of many independent events across Jun 2 - 11, including conferences, hackathons, workshops, community meetups, as well as various parties and happy hours.


				
Who is the event for?

					Our event is for 300 people interested in privacy topics in the Web3 industry. We aim to make our content accessible to everyone - rather than going into deep technical detail, we'll discuss privacy topics in their broader context.


				
When will tickets go on sale? What will be the payment options?

					Tickets will go on sale in April 2023. Payment will be possible via credit card, Bitcoin (on-chain), Lightning Network or possibly other cryptocurrencies.


				
Do you offer any discounts?

					Yes, we do! We offer discounted tickets (up to 100%!) for independent developers, students and especially active privacy advocates or open-source contributors to private protocols or tools. If you are interested in a discount, please fill out this form.


				
How do I get to the venue?

					Venue X10 (full name "Divadlo X10") is located in the centre of Prague near the metro station Národní Třída (Line B) and Můstek (Line A,C). The address is Charvátova 10/39, Prague 1, 110 00 (Google Maps, OpenStreetMap).


				
Will the talks be livestreamed and/or recorded?

					Yes, we're planning both. A livestream of the conference and recordings of the talks and panels will be publicly available after the conference.


				
I have another question, where can I contact you?

					You can contact the organizing team or the community around the event in our public Matrix space or Signal group: chat.web3privacy.info
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				Twitter
							@web3privacy

						Bluesky
							@web3privacy.info

						Matrix
							#web3privacy:gwei.cz


					


			This web is built with SvelteKit and is open-source under CC0 license






		
	

		
		
	